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Abstract: Superposition of optical coherent states (SCS)  , possessing opposite phases, 
plays an important role as qubits in quantum information processing tasks like quantum 
computation, teleportation, cryptography etc. and are of fundamental importance in testing 
quantum mechanics. Recently, ququats and qutrits defined in four and three dimensional (D) 
Hilbert space, respectively, have attracted much more attention as they present advantage in 
secure quantum communication and also in researches on the foundation of quantum 
mechanics. Here, we show that superposition of four non-orthogonal coherent states   
and i , that are 90ο out of phase, can be employed for encoding one ququat defined in a 
4D Hilbert space spanned by four newly defined multi-photonic states, j  with jn 4 , 
numbers of photons, where, . We propose a scheme which generates states 3,2,1,0j j . 
When these states fall on a 50-50 beam splitter, the result is bipartite four-component 
entangled coherent state which represents equivalently an entangled ququat. Finally, we 
propose a linear optical scheme that gives almost perfect teleportation (minimum average 
fidelity ) of single ququat encoded in SCS using entangled ququat based on coherent 
states with almost perfect success rate for coherent amplitude
99.0
2.3 . The present 
theoretical investigation and teleportation protocol is important in the sense that ququat 
allows the quantum information to be encoded and processed much more compactly and 
efficiently using fewer coupled quantum system. 
 
 
Introduction 
Quantum teleportation [1] is the ability to transfer an unknown quantum state of one 
quantum system to another quantum system across space with the aid of quantum 
entanglement [2] and a classical channel. Quantum teleportation led to the discovery of linear 
optical quantum computation [3, 4], and since the teleported state does not travel through the 
intervening space, it can also be used for secure quantum communication called quantum 
cryptography [5, 6]. At first Bouwmeester et al [7] and Boschi et al [8] demonstrated the 
quantum teleportation of single photon qubit using standard bi-photonic entangled state 
(SBES) in laboratory, in the year 1997 and 1998, respectively. In addition to these laboratory 
demonstrations, quantum teleportation of phtonic qubits using SBES over a large distance of 
about one Km has been realized using fibre optical links [9, 10]. Recent achievements in 
quantum teleportation of single photon qubit over a distance of 16 Km [11] and 98 Km [12] 
using free space links promises for future satellite based quantum communication. All these 
experiments with SBES have proved the principle of quantum teleportation; however, sudden 
loss of entanglement due to photon absorption, low efficiency in generation of entangled 
photon pair, non availability of efficient single photon sources and requirement of efficient 
single photon detectors makes quantum teleportation using SBES commercially inapplicable. 
For these reasons researchers are working on many other physical candidates of qubits like 
trapped neutral atoms, ions, travelling optical coherent states, etc. Quantum teleportation of 
atomic qubit have been demonstrated over short distance [13, 14]. However, since atoms 
move slowly and interact strongly with their environment, these schemes may not be feasible 
for long distance teleportation. Long distance quantum teleportation is of particular interest 
because of its applicability in secure quantum communication and in linking two quantum 
computers working distant apart. 
Since photons are the naturally flying qubit and are robust against interaction to their 
environment, therefore, next natural candidate as qubit for long distance quantum 
teleportation are superposed of optical coherent states (SCS). Coherent states are widely 
accepted as information carrier for practical quantum cryptography [15-20]. It is well known 
that SCS possessing opposite phases can be used for encoding one qubit using even and odd 
coherent state as the two logical states [21]. Appreciable number of schemes have proposed 
teleportation of SCS using entangled coherent states (ECS) as quantum channel [22-28]. The 
remarkable advantages of using ECS [29-36] as quantum channel are that ECS are more 
robust against decoherence due to photon absorption than the standard bi-photonic entangled 
state [36] and their Bell state measurement do not require nonlinear interaction.  Use of SCS 
[37-44] to encode quantum information circumvents the necessity of perfect single photon 
sources. Van Enk and Hirota [22] showed how to teleport a SCS using ECS with success 
probability equal to ½ and Wang [23] presented a very similar scheme for teleportation of 
bipartite ECS with success probability equal to ½. Prakash et al, [24] modified the photon 
counting scheme and reported almost perfect teleportation of SCS for an appreciable mean 
photon number. The effect of de-coherence over fidelity of teleportation is investigated in Ref. 
[25]. Liao and Kuang [26], Phien and Nguyen [27] and the authors [28] proposed the 
teleportation of four-component bipartite ECS. One important motivation behind these works 
on teleportation is the possibility of implementing quantum computation using SCS and ECS 
[21, 45-47].  
All above mentioned works encode the information in a state defined in a two 
dimensional (D) Hilbert space (i.e., in a quantum bit, called qubit) and use entangled qubits 
as quantum channel. However, recently, entangled qudits have attracted much more attention 
than the entangled qubits for their larger capacity of information transmission. It is proved 
that use of higher dimensional quantum system (qudits), like qutrit or ququat defined in 3D or 
4D Hilbert space, presents advantage in secure quantum communication systems and in 
investigations on foundations of quantum mechanics [48-51]. Various proposals have been 
proposed for realization of qudits, and entangled qudits in optics, for example, orbital angular 
momentum entangled qutrits [52, 53], polarization degree of freedom of two-photon 
entangled qudits [54-60], etc. Lin Qing [61] presented an optical scheme to generate 
entangled qutrits by coding the state in propagation path of photons, and then generalized this 
to ququats; and showed how these can be used for probabilistic super-dense coding [61]. To 
date, single mode SCS have been employed only for encoding qubit using even and odd 
coherent state as logical states. However, above mentioned benefits of higher dimensional 
quantum states, SCS and ECS makes a necessity to investigate the possibility of encoding 
one ququat in single mode SCS, generation of entangled ququats based on coherent states, 
and methods for quantum teleportation of SCS encoded with one ququat. 
In the present paper, we show that SCS,   and i , which are 90ο out of phase and 
are non-orthogonal to each other can represent one ququat defined in a 4D Hilbert space 
spanned by four orthogonal multi-photonic states, 0 , 1 , 2 , and 3 . The multi-
photonic state 0 , 1 , 2 , and 3 , defined later represent the states with 4n, 4n+1, 
4n+2, and 4n+3 numbers of photons, respectively.  We present a scheme for generating the 
SCS,   and i , which when falls upon a 50-50 beam splitter, the resulting state is a 
non-maximally entangled ququat based on coherent states. We also propose a linear optical 
scheme for faithful teleportation of single ququat encoded in SCS with the aid of entangled 
ququat based on coherent state and using a 9-bit classical channel.  
 
Generation of the entangled ququat based on coherent states 
We first define four multi-photonic states as 
][00  iiN  ,                                                                            (1a) 
][11  iiiiN  ,                                                                          (1b) 
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][33  iiiiN  ,                                                                          (1d)   
satisfying the orthonormality condition, jkkj   , where,  and 
normalization factors are given as 
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with )exp( 2x  used in the whole paper. One can verify that states, j  with 
are the multi-photonic states having 4n, 4n+1, 4n+2, and 4n+3, numbers of 
photons, respectively. In whole paper the subscript j runs from 0 to 3. Using Eq. (1), coherent 
states 
3and,2,1,0j
  and i  can be written as 
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where . Thus, any coherent state defined in an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space spanned by photon Fock states, can equivalently be defined in a 4D Hilbert space 
spanned by the four ortho-normal multi-photonic states, 
1)2(  jj Nr
j . We define four entangled 
ququat states based on coherent state, say, four bipartite four-component entangled coherent 
states (BFECS) as 
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Using Eq. (3) for coherent states   and i  in Eq. (4), we can write  
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It is clear from Eq. (6) that BFECS are the non-maximally entangled ququats. However, 
for appreciably large coherent amplitude, i.e., in the limit,  , the coefficients  and 
, become almost equal to ½ and unity, respectively, therefore BFECS becomes maximally 
entangled in the limit 
EjN
jr
 .  
When two coherent states in input modes in1 and in2 (see Fig 1a) are mixed on a 50-50 
beam splitter (BS), the resulting state in output modes out1 and out2 is given by,  
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inin ii   .                                                  (7) 
Effect of a 2/  phase shifter (PS) on a coherent state is given by, 
 iPS  .                                                                                                               (8)  
The BFECS generation scheme is shown in Fig.1b. Consider two even coherent states, 
00 ][   eN and 11 ][  iiNe  in modes 0 and 1, respectively, where, 
. The initial state of the system is written as 212 )]1(2[ /e xN
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After injecting modes 0 and 1 on BS, the resultant state in modes 2 ad 3 is described by 
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Passing mode 3 through a PS gives,   
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After mixing modes 2 and 3 on another BS, the final output state in modes 4 and 5 is 
described by 
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Use of Eq. (3) for   and i in Eq. (12) gives 
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It is clear from Eq. (13) that photon counting (PC) in mode 4 gives four possible PC 
results: 4n, 4n+1, 4n+2 or 4n+3 numbers of photon count. It is clear from Eq. (13) that 
corresponding to 4n, 4n+1, 4n+2 and 4n+3 numbers of photons counted in mode 4, state 0 , 
1 , 2 , and 3  gets generated in mode 5. The probability of generation of state j is 
given by , which becomes equal to 0.25 for appreciable value of coherent 
amplitude 
44
jej rNP 
 . After illuminating a 50-50 BS by state j , where, , the 3,2,1,0j
resulting state is an entangled ququat similar to BFECS jE , with coherent amplitudes equal 
to 2/ . Thus exactly same BFECS, jE , can be generated using above mentioned 
scheme by starting with an even coherent states of amplitude 2  in Eq. (9). 
 
Teleportation of one ququat encoded in superposition of coherent state 
The information state to be teleported is given by 
132101 ][  iiI  ,                                                                  (14) 
where j  are the complex coefficients. The information state satisfies the normalization 
condition, 
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where, )3,1mod(1  jj , )3,2mod(2  jj . Using Eq. (3) for   and i  in 
Eq. (14) the information state can also be written in the form, 
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where  
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Clearly, Eq. (16) represents an arbitrary ququat defined in a 4D Hilbert space spanned by four 
multi-photonic state j .  
In principle any of the four BFECS (Eq. 4) can be used for teleportation of information 
state defined by Eqs. (14) or (16). The teleportation scheme is shown in Fig. 2. Consider that 
information state 1I  in mode 1 is with Alice (the sender) and BFECS, 3,20E  (Eq. 4a) is to 
be used as quantum channel for teleporting information state to Bob (the receiver). Entangled 
mode 2 is with Alice, while mode 3 is sent to BOB. The initial joint state of Alice and Bob 
system is written as 
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Consider state 3,2,1,, cba  as input state to the teleportation scheme shown in Fig. 2. After 
passing modes 1 and 2 through BS1 and BS2 respectively, state 3,2,1,, cba  converts to 
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1 ,,,, cbibaia . When mode 5 passes through PS gives state, 
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1 ,,,, cbibaa . Mixing of modes 5 and 7 on BS-57, gives output modes 8 
and 9; while mixing of modes 4 and 6 on BS-46, gives output modes 10 and 11. The final 
output state becomes,  3,11,10,9,8,2/)(,2/)(,2/)(,2/)( cbiaibababai  . Thus, the 
effect of the teleportation scheme on an initial state 3,2,1,, cba  can be described by 
3,11,10,9,83,2,1 ,2/)(,2/)(,2/)(,2/)(,, cbiaibababaicba  .                         (19) 
Using Eq. (19) for each component on the RHS of the Eq. (18), the final joint state of Alice 
and Bob system is described by 
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where 
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The output modes 8, 9, 10, and 11 are with Alice and mode 3 is with Bob. Finally, Alice 
performs the photon counting (PC) in modes 8, 9, 10, and 11 and conveys her PC result to 
Bob, on the basis of which Bob performs an appropriate unitary operation on his mode 3 to 
get faithful replica of the original information state.  
Since coherent states are the superposition of all possible photon number states, therefore, 
there will be many possible PC results. For better understanding of all possible PC results it is 
appropriate to expand coherent states,  and i , into states 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 
and 4  with 0, 4n+1,4n+2,4n+3, and 4n+4 numbers of photon, respectively, as 
443312110 0  aaaaa  ,                                                      (22a) 
443312110 0  aiaaiaai   ,                                                   (22b) 
where 
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States, 1 , 2 , 3  are defined in Eqs. (1b-1d), while state 4  is defined as 
]04[44 xiiN   ,                                                             (24) 
where 
 12/1224 ])cos241(2[
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In the very similar way, coherent states,  , and i , can be expanded into states 0 , 
1 , 2 , 3 , and 4  with 0, 4m+1, 4m+2, 4m+3, and 4m+4 numbers of photon, 
respectively, as 
443312110 0  bbbbb  ,                                                        (26a) 
443312110 0  bibbibbi   .                                                    (26b) 
States 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  and coefficients can be defined by substituting 4,3,2,1,0ib
2/2  instead of 2  in expressions defining states 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  (Eqs. 1 and 24) 
and coefficients  (Eq. 23).  ja
Eq. (20) shows that one of the modes 8, 9, 10, and 11 always has vacuum state. Eqs. (20), 
(22a, b) and (26a, b) tell that each of the other three modes can give any of the five results, 
zero or nonzero which is 0, 1, 2 or 3 modulo 4.  Thus, there are 
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4  CCCC , different PC results. These results can be transmitted to 
Bob with the help of a 9-bit classical channel. We write these PC results as 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
the last one being the nonzero- result (0 modulo 4) written as 4 to distinguish it from the 
result of 0 counts.  
These results can be classified into four groups: Group I (All modes count zero photon), 
Group II (Any three modes count zero and one mode count non-zero photon), Group III (Any 
two modes count zero photon and rest two modes count non-zero photon), and Group IV 
(Only one mode count zero and rest three modes count non-zero photons).  
 
Group I (All modes count zero photon): This group has only one PC result and 
corresponding term in the output state 3,11,10,9,8  (Eq. 20) is 
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Using Eqs. (3) and (17), this can be written as 
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Thus, after PC, the state with Bob in mode 3 is described by, 00 B . Unitary operator 
used by Bob may be identity operator IU  , and the teleported state is 00 T . Fidelity 
of the teleported state is a measure of quality of teleportation, and it is defined as the overlap 
of teleported state ( T ) over the original information state ( I ),  
2
ITF  .                                                                                                                      (28) 
Since information state is unknown, therefore it is necessary to introduce the minimum 
assured fidelity (MASFI) which is defined as minimum of the fidelity over all possible 
information states. Putting 
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the MASFI is given by the minimum of 
2IT  over 32121 or,,,,  . 
Fidelity of the teleported state in this case is given by, 
 200 cF   and , therefore we can say that the teleportation fails. However, the 
probability of occurrence for this PC result is given by 
0,0 MASFIF
)2cos21/()4( 22420
2 xxcxPI  .                                                                        (30) 
Using Eq. (29), maximum value of  is calculated, and is plotted in Fig.3a with respect to 
the coherent amplitude 
IP
 . It is clear from Fig.3a that probability of occurrence for the PC 
result belonging to this Group becomes almost zero for 5.1 . Hence although teleportation 
fails when PC results belonging to Group I occur, but for  5.1 , it will not affect the over 
all quality of teleportation, i.e., average fidelity which is defined as the summation of the 
product of fidelity and probability of occurrence of all possible PC results,  
 k kkav FPF .                                                                                                                 (31) 
 
Group II (Any three modes count zero and one mode counts non-zero photons): This 
group has 16 possible PC results as the non-zero photon mode may be any one of the four 
modes and non-zero photon counts may be any of 4n+1, 4n+2, 4n+3 or 4n+4. Considering 
one of these, viz, when mode 8 gives 4n+4 number of photon count and rest modes give zero 
counts, the corresponding term in the final output state (Eq. 20) is 
3203111,10,9,84400
3321011,10,9,84
2
040
)}])(())({(0,0,0,
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iibba
iibaN E


 
Using Eqs. (3) and (17), this can be written as 
3220011,10,9,84400
33322110011,10,9,84
2
040
}]{0,0,0,2
}{0,0,0,[


ccbba
ccccbaN E


                                  (32) 
The nonzero photon counts in mode 8 are due to occurrence of the states 4  or 4 . 
Although both states 4 and 4  will give photon counts in multiples of 4, but since these 
are different superpositions of the coherent states, therefore teleported states shall differ.  
Thus, it is not possible to predict the state with Bob after PC and prescribe a unitary 
transformation. Therefore, we may say that the teleportation fails. However, the probability 
of occurrence for this PC result is given by 
)].}(1)2/cosh()2/{cos(4
)(4[
2
2
2
0
222
2
2
2
0
2/32
4
2
4
2
0
ccx
ccxbxaNP EII



                                                  (33) 
Fig.3b shows the plot for the maximum value of , from where it is clear that become 
almost zero for 
IIP IIP
8.2 . Similar results are obtained for the rest 15 PC results in this Group. 
However, failure of this Group will not degrade the average fidelity for 8.2 . 
 
Group III (Any two modes count zero photon and rest two modes count non-zero 
photons): This group has  PC results, which are further divided into two 
subgroups, Subgroup III.I and Subgroup III.II.  
96422
4 C
Subgroup III.I (Pair of modes '8 and 10' or '8 and 11' or '9 and 10' or '9 and 11' show 
zero counts, while the rest two modes show non-zero photons): This subgroup has 
 PC results. Considering one of these that gives 4n+4 counts in modes 8 and 10, 
while rest zero, the corresponding term in the final output state is 
64421
4 C
].}{0,,0,
}{0,,0,[
33322110011,10,9,844
33322110011,10,9,8440440


iccicc
ccccbbaN E


                      (34) 
Here also, it is not possible to predict the state with Bob in mode 3 after PC due to the same 
reason as described for PC results belonging to Group II. Therefore, teleportation fails. 
However, the probability of occurrence for this PC result is given by 
)](}1)2/cosh()2/{cos([2 22
2
0
22222/12
4
2
4
2
0. ccxxbaNP EIIII   .           (35) 
Fig.3b shows the plot for the maximum value of , from where it is clear that maximum 
value of , become almost zero for 
IIIIP .
IIIIP . 2.3 . Similar conclusions are obtained for the rest 
63 of PC results in this subgroup. Thus failure of this subgroup will not effect the average 
fidelity for 2.3 . 
Subgroup III.II (modes '8 and 9' or '10 and 11' counts zero, while rest mode count non-
zero photons): This subgroup has  PC results. If we look at the states with Bob 
for the 32 PC results, it is seen that the Bob’s state is invariably in the form 
32421
2 C
])[2/1( ),2(),(),,( kjmkjmkj BiBB  ,                                                                                (36) 
where                                                                                       
l
jl
klll kl
kj irrcB )/(3 0),(   .                                                                                    (37) 
For the cases where a unitary transformation resulting in perfect or almost perfect 
teleportation exists, we write the required unitary transformations for the Bob’s state ),,( mkjB  
as   
])()[2/1( ),2(),(),,( kjmkjmkj UiUU  ,                                                                         (38) 
where 
ll lk
jlkj iU    3 0),( )( .                                                                                          (39) 
For the cases where no unitary transformation giving 1F
),( kj
 is possible and  , we 
admit failure, but prescribe unitary transformations U  which give  for certain cases 
of special information states, although 
0MASFI 
1F
0MASFI  . 
In table 1, we give results for the Bob’s states, unitary transformations and fidelities for 
all 32 cases of PC. The fidelities are seen to occur in one of six different forms , , , 
, , and . For , ,  and  the MASFI is seen to vanishes i.e., F , 
while  is plotted in Fig 4. It is clear from Fig 4 that  reaches unity for 
1F
2,1
2F
4,3,
MASFI
3F
04F 5F
F
6F 1F 2F 3F 4F
MASFI
6,5
MASFIF 6,5 7.1 . 
Thus 16 PC results of this subgroup fails to teleport the information state, while rest 16 PC 
results gives almost perfect teleportation for 7.1 .  
 
Group IV (Only one mode count zero and rest three modes count non-zero photons): This 
group has  PC results.  For this group of PC results the Bob’s state and unitary 
transformation are seen to occur in the form 
256431
4 C
),( kjB  and , respectively, defined earlier by 
Eqs. (37) and (39). For all 256 PC results corresponding Bob’s state and required unitary 
transformation, are tabulated in table 2. 
),( kjU
If we define      
][ 432211007  ccccT  ,                                                                     (40) 
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It is seen that, for all PC results belonging to 0k , teleported state is 7T with fidelity 
, and the teleportation is perfect. For PC results belonging to ,  and 17 F 1k 2k 3k  
teleported states are 8T , 9T  and 10T  with fidelities ,  and , respectively, given 
as  
8F 9F 10F
61058 FF,FF                                                                                                                (44) 
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The MASFI for the fidelities , , and , are plotted in Fig 4, from where it is clear 
the  becomes almost equal to unity for 
8F 9F 10F
MASFIF 10,9,8 7.1 , i.e., almost perfect teleportation. 
Thus, out of all 256 PC results belonging to Group IV, 64 PC results gives perfect 
teleportation for any value of  , while rest 192 PC results gives almost perfect teleportation 
for 7.1 .  
 
Over all quality of teleportation and discussion 
The summation of probability of occurrence of all 256 PC results belonging to Group IV 
is plotted in Fig. 3a, from where it is clear that for 2.3 , this becomes almost equal to 
unity, therefore for 2.3 , any PC result will essentially be one among these 256 PC 
results belonging to Group IV, which gives perfect or almost perfect teleportation. Thus, for 
2.3 , the teleportation scheme described here guarantees at least almost perfect 
teleportation with almost perfect success rate. Using C++ programming, average fidelity  
is calculated (Eq. 31) and minimized over all possible information state to give minimum 
average fidelity (MAVFI) . Plot in Fig. 4 shows the variation of  with respect to 
coherent amplitude 
avF
min.avF min.avF
 , which manifests that MAVFI of teleportation becomes almost unity, 
, for 99.0min. avF 2.3 . It is worthwhile to note that the present scheme allows 
teleportation of SCS encoded with one ququat, using BFECS employing only linear elements. 
This is an advantage as complete Bell state measurement involved in standard teleportation 
protocol [1], essentially requires non-linear interaction.  
 
Conclusion: 
In conclusion, we first defined four new multi-photonic states j  ( ), with 
only 4n or 4n+1 or 4n+2 or 4n+3 numbers of photons and have showed that one ququat can 
be encoded in the superposition of these state 
3,2,1,0j
j  in a four dimensional Hilbert space 
spanned by the four ortho-normal states j . We also presented a scheme for generation of 
the states j , which when fall upon a 50-50 beam splitter generate is entangled ququats 
(bipartite four component entangled coherent state). Finally, we proposed a linear optical 
scheme for teleportation of a ququat encoded in superposition of coherent states with the aid 
of bipartite four components entangled coherent state. It is found that the proposed scheme 
gives almost perfect teleportation ( ) with almost perfect success. Since higher 
dimensional quantum system, like qutrit and ququat leads to highly secure quantum 
communication systems and also presents advantage in researches on foundations of quantum 
mechanics, the present theoretical investigation and teleportation protocol of ququat based on 
superposition of coherent states is important. The problem of using ququat based on 
superposition of coherent states in tasks like quantum cryptography, superdense coding, etc. 
and non-locality in bipartite four component entangled coherent states are of interest to be 
addressed in near future. 
99.0min. avF
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Figures 1: 
 
Fig 1. Shows scheme for generating multi-photonic states j with 3and,2,1,0j  (Eq. 1) having 4n, 4n+1, 
4n+2, and 4n+3 numbers of photons, respectively. BS and PS stands for 50-50 beam splitter and -π/2 phase 
shifter, respectively. Bold numbers represent the quantum mode. The BFECS (Eq. 4) can be generated just by 
illumination a 50-50 BS by states j . Inset, shows that BS converts state 2,1, inin , in input modes in1 and 
in2 to state 
2,1
2/)(,2/)(
outout
ii    in output modes out1 and out2.  
 
Figures 2: 
 
Fig 2. Shows scheme for teleporting one ququat encoded in superposition of coherent states (Eq. 14 or 16) with 
the aid of entangled ququat based on coherent state called BFECS (Eq. 4). BS and PS stands for 50-50 beam 
splitter and -π/2 phase shifter, respectively. Bold numbers represent the quantum mode. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figures 3: 
 
Fig 3. (a) Dashed curve shows variation of maximum probability (for ;10 c  see Eq. (30)) of occurrence for 
photon counting result (0000) of group I, with respect to coherent amplitude  . Continuous curve shows the 
variation of summation of probabilities of occurrence for all 256 photon counting results belonging to Group IV. 
(b) Dashed and continuous curves shows variations of maximum probability of occurrence with respect to 
coherent amplitude  for typical cases of group II and III of the photon counting result (4000) (see Eq. (33)) 
and (4040) (see Eq. (35)), respectively.  
 
Figures 4: 
 
Fig 4. Dashed curve shows variation of minimum assured fidelities (MASFI)  and dash-dotted curve 
shows variation of minimum assured fidelity  with respect to coherent amplitude 
MASFIF 10,8,6,5
MASFIF9  . Continuous curve 
shows minimum average fidelity (MAVFI), .  It is clear that  for min.avF 99.0min. avF 2.3 , thus almost 
perfect teleportation with perfect success rate is achieved for 2.3 . 
 
 
Table 1: 
 
Table 1. PC result 0 represents zero photon counts, and results 1, 2, 3 and 4 represents nonzero results (1 
modulo 4), (2 modulo 4), (3 modulo 4) and (0 modulo 4), respectively.  stands for the Bob’s state in 
mode 3 after PC. or , stands for unitary operation to be performed by Bob to achieve teleported 
state 
),,( mkjB
),( kjU ),,( mkjU
T  with as large fidelity F  as possible.  
 
PC result ),,( mkjB  
),( kjU
,,( mkjU
or 
 )
T  F  
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Table 2: 
 
Table 2. PC result 0 represents zero photon counts, and results 1, 2, 3 and 4 represents nonzero results (1 
modulo 4), (2 modulo 4), (3 modulo 4) and (0 modulo 4), respectively.  stands for the Bob’s state in mode 
3 after PC.  stands for unitary operation to be performed by Bob to achieve teleported state with as large 
fidelity  as possible. 
),( kjB
),( kjU
 
PC result in modes 8, 9, 10 & 11 ),( kjB  ),( kjU  
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(2,0,2,4) (2,0,1,1) (2,0,4,2) (2,0,3,3) )0,0(B  )0,0(U  
(3,0,1,4) (3,0,4,1) (3,0,3,2) (3,0,2,3) )0,0(iB  )0,0(iU  
(2,2,0,4) (2,4,0,2) (3,4,0,1) (3,2,0,3) )0,1(B  )0,1(U  
(4,4,0,4) (4,2,0,2) (1,2,0,1) (1,4,0,3) )0,1(B  )0,1(U  
(2,1,0,1) (2,3,0,3) (3,1,0,4) (3,3,0,2) )0,1(B  )0,1(U  
(4,3,0,1) (4,1,0,3) (1,3,0,4) (1,1,0,2) )0,1(B  )0,1(U  
(4,4,4,0) (4,3,1,0) (4,2,2,0) (4,1,3,0) )0,3(B  )0,3(U  
(2,2,4,0) (2,1,1,0) (2,4,2,0) (2,3,3,0) )0,3(B  )0,3(U  
(1,3,4,0) (1,2,1,0) (1,1,2,0) (1,4,3,0) )0,3(B  )0,3(U  
(3,1,4,0) (3,4,1,0) (3,3,2,0) (3,2,3,0) )0,3(B  )0,3(U  
(0,1,4,4) (0,1,2,2) (0,3,1,1) (0,3,3,3) )1,2(B  )1,2(U  
(0,1,3,1) (0,1,1,3) (0,3,2,4) (0,3,4,2) )1,2(B  )1,2(U  
(0,4,1,4) (0,4,3,2) (0,2,2,1) (0,2,4,3) )1,2(iB  )1,2(iU  
(0,4,4,1) (0,4,2,3) (0,2,1,2) (0,2,3,4) )1,2(iB  )1,2(iU  
(4,0,1,4) (4,0,4,1) (4,0,3,2) (4,0,2,3) )1,0(B  )1,0(U  
(3,0,2,4) (3,0,1,1) (3,0,4,2) (3,0,3,3) )1,0(iB  )1,0(iU  
(2,0,3,4) (2,0,2,1) (2,0,1,2) (2,0,4,3) )1,0(B  )1,0(U  
(1,0,4,4) (1,0,3,1) (1,0,2,2) (1,0,1,3) )1,0(iB  )1,0(iU  
(2,3,0,4) (2,1,0,2) (3,1,0,1) (3,3,0,3) )1,1(B  )1,1(U  
(4,1,0,4) (4,3,0,2) (1,3,0,1) (1,1,0,3) )1,1(B  )1,1(U  
(2,2,0,1) (2,4,0,3) (3,2,0,4) (3,4,0,2) )1,1(B  )1,1(U  
(4,4,0,1) (4,2,0,3) (1,4,0,4) (1,2,0,2) )1,1(B  )1,1(U  
(4,1,4,0) (4,4,1,0) (4,3,2,0) (4,2,3,0) )1,3(B  )1,3(U  
(2,3,4,0) (2,2,1,0) (2,1,2,0) (2,4,3,0) )1,3(B  )1,3(U  
(1,4,4,0) (1,3,1,0) (1,2,2,0) (1,1,3,0) )1,3(B  )1,3(U  
(3,2,4,0) (3,1,1,0) (3,4,2,0) (3,3,3,0) )1,3(B  )1,3(U  
(0,1,1,4) (0,1,3,2) (0,3,2,1) (0,3,4,3) )2,2(B  )2,2(U  
(0,1,4,1) (0,1,2,3) (0,3,3,4) (0,3,1,2) )2,2(B  )2,2(U  
(0,4,2,4) (0,4,4,2) (0,2,3,1) (0,2,1,3) )2,2(iB  )2,2(iU  
(0,4,4,1) (0,4,3,3) (0,2,4,4) (0,2,2,2) )2,2(iB  )2,2(iU  
(4,0,2,4) (4,0,1,1) (4,0,4,2) (4,0,3,3) )2,0(B  )2,0(U  
(1,0,1,4) (1,0,4,1) (1,0,3,2) (1,0,2,3) )2,0(iB  )2,0(iU  
(2,0,4,4) (2,0,3,1) (2,0,2,2) (2,0,1,3) )2,0(B  )2,0(U  
(3,0,3,4) (3,0,2,1) (3,0,1,2) (3,0,4,3) )2,0(iB  )2,0(iU  
(2,4,0,4) (2,2,0,2) (3,2,0,1) (3,4,0,3) )2,1(B  )2,1(U  
(4,2,0,4) (4,4,0,2) (1,4,0,1) (1,2,0,3) )2,1(B  )2,1(U  
(2,3,0,1) (4,4,0,2) (3,3,0,4) (3,1,0,2) )2,1(B  )2,1(U  
(4,1,0,1) (2,1,0,3) (1,1,0,4) (1,3,0,2) )2,1(B  )2,1(U  
(4,2,4,0) (4,1,1,0) (4,4,2,0) (4,3,3,0) )2,3(B  )2,3(U  
(2,4,4,0) (2,3,1,0) (2,2,2,0) (2,1,3,0) )2,3(B  )2,3(U  
(1,1,4,0) (1,4,1,0) (1,3,2,0) (1,2,3,0) )2,3(B  )2,3(U  
(3,3,4,0) (3,2,1,0) (3,1,2,0) (3,4,3,0) )2,3(B  )2,3(U  
(0,1,2,4) (0,1,4,2) (0,3,3,1) (0,3,1,3) )3,2(B  )3,2(U  
(0,1,1,1) (0,1,3,3) (0,3,4,4) (0,3,2,2) )3,2(B  )3,2(U  
(0,4,3,4) (0,4,1,2) (0,2,4,1) (0,2,2,3) )3,2(iB  )3,2(iU  
(0,4,2,1) (0,4,4,3) (0,2,1,4) (0,2,3,2) )3,2(iB  )3,2(iU  
(4,0,3,4) (4,0,2,1) (4,0,1,2) (4,0,4,3) )3,0(B  )3,0(U  
(1,0,2,4) (1,0,1,1) (1,0,4,2) (1,0,3,3) )3,0(iB  )3,0(iU  
(2,0,1,4) (2,0,4,1) (2,0,3,2) (2,0,2,3) )3,0(B  )3,0(U  
(3,0,4,4) (3,0,3,1) (3,0,2,2) (3,0,1,3) )3,0(iB  )3,0(iU  
(2,1,0,4) (2,3,0,2) (3,3,0,1) (3,1,0,3) )3,1(B  )3,1(U  
(4,3,0,4) (4,1,0,2) (1,1,0,1) (1,3,0,3) )3,1(B  )3,1(U  
(2,4,0,1) (2,2,0,2) (3,4,0,4) (3,2,0,2) )3,1(B  )3,1(U  
(4,2,0,1) (4,4,0,3) (1,2,0,4) (1,4,0,2) )3,1(B  )3,1(U  
(4,3,4,0) (4,2,1,0) (4,1,2,0) (4,4,3,0) )3,3(B  )3,3(U  
(2,1,4,0) (2,4,1,0) (2,3,2,0) (2,2,3,0) )3,3(B  )3,3(U  
(1,2,4,0) (1,1,1,0) (1,4,2,0) (1,3,3,0) )3,3(B  )3,3(U  
(3,4,4,0) (3,3,1,0) (3,2,2,0) (3,1,3,0) )3,3(B  )3,3(U  
 
 
